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For several years now, third-party funding has been a controversial topic in the field of international investment arbitration. What began as a conversation about whether the practice should be permitted at all has since shifted to a debate about how the practice should be regulated to best preserve the integrity of the international investment arbitration system. At the heart of these discussions is the issue of disclosure: Should funded parties be required to disclose their funding arrangements? This Note contributes to the body of scholarly and regulatory work aimed at resolving this concern. After providing background on international investment arbitration and third-party funding, this Note proposes a disclosure regime intended to limit the harms of third-party funding while allowing the practice to continue in the face of growing demand. This proposal—which shifts the regulatory onus onto arbitral institutions—integrates disclosure procedures into the preexisting arbitrator appointment process in order to facilitate conflicts-of-interest assessments.

Introduction

In April 2018, a task force comprising over fifty legal practitioners and scholars released a report containing findings and recommendations on the subject of third-party funding in international arbitration.1 The report integrates over five years of research, discussion, and public feedback over what has proven to be a controversial topic in the international arbitration field.2 The scope of the task force’s project alone is a testament to the industry’s growing interest in third-party funding. But the debate that has
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2. Id. at ix. A draft of the task force’s report was released in September 2017, initiating a public comment period through October 2017. Id.; see also INT’L COUNCIL FOR COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION & QUEEN MARY UNIV. OF LONDON, DRAFT REPORT FOR PUBLIC DISCUSSION OF THE ICCA-QUEEN MARY TASK FORCE ON THIRD-PARTY FUNDING IN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION (2017), http://www.arbitration-icc.org/media/9/75899457734281/submission_version_for_public_comment_draft.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZG29-VW8B] (containing findings and recommendations to be subjected to public commentary).
accompanied the drafting and publication of this report demonstrates that attitudes toward third-party funding are far from settled. 3

Although the concept of third-party funding is itself a subject of considerable debate, for the purposes of this Note it can be described as financing the costs of an arbitral proceeding for one party to the dispute in return for a “percentage of the compensation obtained by award or settlement.” 4 Third-party funding is by now a familiar concept to litigation across jurisdictions, but the practice is still somewhat new to international arbitration. 5 And when third-party funding shifted to the arbitration sphere, critics initially questioned whether the practice had any place in international arbitration at all. Yet conversations surrounding third-party funding have since changed course. Rather than debate whether third-party funding is permissible, scholars and practitioners have turned their attention toward how third-party funding can be regulated to ensure efficiency, fairness, and procedural integrity. 6

This attention on regulation has largely focused on the question of whether funding arrangements must be disclosed in the course of arbitral proceedings. 7 Given that disclosure requirements will guide the implementation of any further third-party funding regulation, this focus is


7. See, e.g., Camille Flèchet, Summary Report of the First Session Held on January 27, 2012, 2012 INT’L BUS. L.J. 208, 217–18 (“The disclosure of the existence of the funding agreement is considered by the funders to be a central issue in third party funding.”); Aven Goldsmith & Lorenzo Melchionda, Third Party Funding in International Arbitration: Everything You Ever Wanted to Know (But Were Afraid to Ask), 2012 INT’L BUS. L.J. 53, 54, 69 (“The question of when and how TPF should (if ever) be disclosed is evoked against the backdrop of the foregoing questions.”).
appropriate. Nevertheless, there have been few concrete attempts to regulate the disclosure of third-party funding arrangements in international arbitration, and even fewer directed toward international investment arbitration, a system of international arbitration for resolving disputes between states and private foreign parties. Only in August of 2018 did the largest international investment arbitral tribunal, the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), release a set of draft rules addressing third-party funding arrangements.8

This Note examines how disclosure regulation can be implemented to properly address the issues that third-party funding poses for international investment arbitration. By considering how third-party funding can both benefit and threaten international investment arbitration, this Note aims to show that disclosure is a useful tool for mitigating the possible harms of such arrangements, while preserving their value. This Note proposes a disclosure regime that aims to achieve such a balance and suggests that ICSID’s current draft rules are insufficient to achieve this goal.

Part I begins with a brief introduction to international investment arbitration, the focal point of this Note. Part II tracks the growth of third-party funding and summarizes its costs and benefits in the context of international investment arbitration. Part III introduces arguments for and against disclosure regulations. Part IV considers ICSID’s draft rules and proposes a modified system of disclosure that preserves the benefits of third-party funding while curbing potential harms to the international investment arbitration system by shifting the regulatory onus onto arbitral institutions and adjusting the preexisting arbitrator appointment procedure.

I. International Investment Arbitration

International investment arbitration is a dispute resolution mechanism for resolving claims between sovereign nations and foreign investors. Historically, foreign investors lacked any substantive recourse against sovereign host states who interfered with foreign investments within their borders.9 But in the past several decades, the proliferation of Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) and Foreign Trade Agreements (FTAs)10 has
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formalized the relationship between sovereign states and foreign investors. Such treaties in effect ensure that signatory states do not interfere with investments within their borders made by parties originating in other signatory states. In turn, these treaties incentivize foreigners to invest capital toward development abroad. Should a conflict arise between a foreign investor and a host state, investment treaties “guarantee investors a forum to seek direct redress for violation of substantive rights”—international investment arbitration. Over ninety percent of known international investment arbitrations have been hosted by the ICSID and the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).

International investment arbitration differs from other forms of dispute resolution, and thus requires unique considerations for evaluating third-party funding and disclosure. In contrast to litigation, uniform professional and ethical regulations are largely absent from international arbitration. International arbitration attorneys are traditionally governed by the professional rules of their home states. However, in some instances, it is not clear whether the home state’s rules extend extraterritorially, and even when they do, the rules may conflict with those of other jurisdictions. Although the International Bar Association publishes ethical guidelines of its own, its regulations are not binding in practice. This lack of directive is significant because “[t]he professional status of international lawyers is in part what confers legitimacy, both real and perceived, on the international arbitration system.” And, as expanded upon below, conflicts of interest and other

13. See id. at 886 (“The enhanced security of a BIT and FTA is helpful as ‘a “confidence-building” measure that sends a green light to the private investment community.’” (internal citation omitted)).
14. Franck & Wylie, supra note 9, at 463. In other words, investment treaties “permit[] investors to vindicate substantive treaty rights that states granted to investors by directly suing states for government conduct that allegedly breached a treaty and created an adverse effect.” Id. at 469.
15. See United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Special Update on Investor-State Dispute Settlement: Facts and Figures, IIA ISSUES NOTE, Nov. 2017, at 5 [hereinafter UNCTD, Special Update] (reporting that between 1987 and mid-2017, 61% of international investment arbitrations were settled through ICSID and 31% were settled through UNCITRAL). ICSID was established with the purpose of “facilitat[ing] the arbitration of disputes between states and investors.” Moul, supra note 12, at 891.
16. Frignati, supra note 5, at 511.
18. Id. at 49–50.
19. Id. at 51.
20. Id. at 65.
ethical ambiguities are of significant concern to critics of third-party funding. In particular, given the small size of the international arbitration community, the lack of clear and binding professional rules has the potential to exacerbate the threat of professional conflicts. In other words, the safeguards that typically protect litigation from ethical concerns are weakened in the international arbitration setting.

But even within international arbitration there are significant differences between commercial and investment proceedings that warrant attention. In contrast to commercial arbitration, investment arbitration is often not a private method of dispute resolution; in fact, proceedings can be subject to transparency requirements. Moreover, investment arbitration awards can have public consequences on the State regulatory decision making, the citizens of the host State, and even the development of public international law generally. This broad impact mandates particular concern for the procedural integrity of international investment proceedings.

With these characteristics in mind, international investment arbitration merits special attention in assessing third-party funding. Because international investment arbitration is subject to few formal professional boundaries, it is often vulnerable to ethical concerns. But at the same time, due to the public character of investment arbitration, proceedings are evaluated under a global microscope. Because third-party funding

21. See infra subpart II(B).
22. See Moul, supra note 12, at 901 (“Among the hundreds of people who serve as investment arbitrators, there exists a group of fifteen arbitrators who have been involved in the majority of investor-state arbitration.”); CCSI ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION, supra note 3, at 13 (“It was noted by one participant that an increasing number of arbitrators were being asked to sit on the advisory boards for third party funders . . . .”).
23. De Brabandere & Lepeltak, supra note 4, at 394.
25. See Moul, supra note 12, at 910 (asserting that an “investor’s award is often arguably inequitable” in part because it “prohibits a state from regulating key domestic affairs”).
28. Many critics—and even some states—believe the investment treaty system is stacked in favor of investors and view investment arbitration with particular scrutiny. See generally Moul, supra note 12 (describing the unequal bargaining power between investors and states).
introduces a host of ethical complications, it could conceivably disrupt the international investment arbitration system.

II. Third-Party Funding at a Glance

Controversy over third-party funding is as old as the practice itself. Historically, third-party funding was associated with claims brought by impecunious parties who could not afford access to justice on their own. The practice was nevertheless viewed with suspicion, under common law, third-party funding was considered a violation of the doctrines of maintenance and champerty. Today, few jurisdictions continue to follow this common law approach, but third-party funding still remains a source of contention. On one hand, third-party funding has advantages, particularly to the funder and funded party but also to arbitration as a system of dispute resolution. On the other hand, third-party funding can detract from arbitration proceedings and endanger the policies underlying the international investment arbitration scheme.

A. The Funder and the Funded Party

Modern third-party funding has advanced beyond the impecunious-claimant model. Today, third-party funders increasingly finance claimants who are adequately capitalized, but seek funding in order to minimize cash flow disruptions and share risk during the course of their legal proceedings.
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30. Catherine A. Rogers, Gamblers, Loan Sharks & Third Party Funders (“[C]laim funding by a party who has no relationship to the dispute [was] at best an unwanted intrusion and at worst a corruption or commodification of justice.”), in Ethics in International Arbitration 177, 177 (Catherine A. Rogers ed., 2014).

31. Frignati, supra note 5, at 505. Maintenance is “[r]eproved assistance in prosecuting or defending a lawsuit given to a litigant by someone who has no bona fide interest in the case.” Maintenance, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). Champerty is “[a]n agreement between an officious intermeddler in a lawsuit and a litigant by which the intermeddler helps pursue the litigant’s claim as consideration for receiving part of any judgment proceeds.” Champerty, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).


33. CCIS Round Table Discussion, supra note 3, at 4.

In the context of investment arbitration, for instance, funded parties are frequently large corporations. The advantages to receiving such funding cannot be overstated, but most importantly, third-party funding allows claimants to share the risk of partaking in a largely uncertain and time-consuming process. Still, funding does not come easily; the process for securing funding is competitive. Although “very little is known about the methodology of third-party funders” for selecting cases to finance, reportedly only one out of every ten claims considered by a funder received financing. As sophisticated investors, funders engage in comprehensive due diligence before committing any capital to a claim. Though the process no doubt differs depending on the firm and the case, Harbour Litigation Funding offers the following as priorities:

(i) the prospects of recovery in the event of a successful outcome;
(ii) the level of investment required to secure the expected realistic claim value; (iii) the chances of success; and (iv) whether the legal team has the necessary experience to successfully pursue the case to conclusion.

Other important considerations for funders reportedly include the length of the proceeding and the enforceability of the award.

Still, financed parties are not the only ones who benefit from third-party funding. Investment arbitration is an attractive venture for third-party
funders, even as compared to other forms of dispute financing. First, investment arbitration is lucrative for funders. A claim for breach of an investment treaty typically involves substantial sums of money and high returns for a successful funder, ranging from 30% to 50%. Second, the success of an investment arbitration is arguably easier to predict than in a commercial arbitration. Because investment awards are often made public, funders are in a better position to predict outcomes of investment claims during the due diligence process. Third, arbitration claims are often not subject to lengthy evidentiary and discovery processes, so funders are frequently able to realize returns on their investments in arbitration faster and with lower costs. Fourth, investment arbitration awards are—compared to litigation outcomes—easily recognized and enforced in foreign jurisdictions, particularly under the ICSID Convention, which governs the majority of investment arbitrations. Therefore, funders are in a position to finance claims with greater security that a favorable award will produce returns.

B. Pros and Cons of Third-Party Funding

Scholars and practitioners have long debated whether third-party funding has any permissible role in international investment arbitration at all. In order to properly assess the suitability of disclosure regulations, it is necessary to consider which aspects of third-party funding add value to international investment arbitration, and which aspects require limitation.

As demonstrated above, third-party funding arrangements can be mutually beneficial to the funder and the funded party. However, advocates for third-party funding suggest that the practice also has broader value to the

44. In general, litigation and arbitration are attractive to third-party funders because they are not tied up in traditional financial markets. See Shaw, supra note 37, at 113 (“Since the recession, investors are increasingly attracted to investment opportunities independent from market fluctuation.”).

45. See von Goeler, supra note 29, at 102 (listing “larger damages awards” as an incentive to fund investment arbitrations).

46. Park & Rogers, supra note 35, at 114.

47. Shaw, supra note 37, at 112.


49. De Brabandere & Lepeltak, supra note 4, at 383. But see CCSI Round Table Discussion, supra note 3, at 7 (suggesting that funders cannot actually predict such outcomes because investment arbitration is “a shot in the dark” given that no regime of stare decisis applies . . . and treaty standards are exceptionally vague”).

50. von Goeler, supra note 29, at 80.

legal system as a whole. The most common argument in favor of third-party funding is that outside financing promotes access to justice and levels the playing field between sovereign nations and foreign investors.\textsuperscript{52} True, many investor–claimants are not strapped for cash; in theory, many claimants could access justice without third-party funding. But still, “‘losing’ [an] arbitral proceeding, with the possible subsequent obligation of paying for the opposing party’s costs, may have a tremendous negative impact on the future economic and financial viability and stability of [an] investor.”\textsuperscript{53} Investment treaties are intended to encourage private investors to hold states accountable for breaches of international treaties by providing channels for such accountability.\textsuperscript{54} To its credit, third-party funding supplements this process by eliminating financial deterrents that may otherwise disincentivize investors—particularly small investors—\textsuperscript{55} from making use of these channels.

However, there are also significant drawbacks to third-party funding in investment arbitration that merit attention. The issues detailed below suggest that third-party funding has the capacity to undermine the integrity of the investment arbitration system. Unregulated, this may ultimately undercut public confidence in the international investment system, or in some cases render arbitration awards unenforceable.\textsuperscript{56}

First, as briefly noted above, third-party funding threatens to introduce conflicts of interest into arbitration proceedings. As a matter of principle, arbitrators are expected to perform their duties impartially and independently.\textsuperscript{57} But, it is not difficult to imagine how third-party funding may complicate this expectation.\textsuperscript{58} For example, given the high concentration of actors in the arbitration community, it is conceivable that “a person affiliated with a third-party funder, such as a consultant or member of its board of directors” may “also serve[] as an arbitrator in a case financed by

\textsuperscript{52} VON GOELER, \textit{supra} note 29, at 82–87. In this context, “access to justice shall be understood as the sum of conditions affecting whether a person wishing to enforce or defend a legal right will have reasonable opportunity to do so.” \textit{Id.} at 82–83.

\textsuperscript{53} De Brabandere & Lepeltak, \textit{supra} note 4, at 384.

\textsuperscript{54} Franck & Wylie, \textit{supra} note 9, at 469.


\textsuperscript{56} See Jennifer A. Trusz, \textit{Full Disclosure? Conflicts of Interest Arising from Third-Party Funding in International Commercial Arbitration}, 101 GEO. L.J. 1649, 1652 (2013) (“If the award has already been issued, the conflict may cause the award to be annulled or to be denied recognition or enforcement.”).

\textsuperscript{57} De Brabandere & Lepeltak, \textit{supra} note 4, at 395.

\textsuperscript{58} Park & Rogers, \textit{supra} note 35, at 119 (arguing that “there are real and important concerns about potential conflicts” due to third-party funding).
that funder.” In fact, it has been reported that “an increasing number of arbitrators [are] being asked to sit on the advisory boards for third-party funders.” But this is not the only situation where conflicts of interest may arise. Third-party funding may also prove problematic if, for example, “colleagues in the arbitrator’s law firm serve as counsel or adviser to a funder” or “an individual arbitrator [is] repeatedly appointed in cases involving the same third-party funder.”

Second, funders often play more than a mere financing role in the arbitrations they fund, which begs the question: Who is actually in control of the claim? Expertise is a clear selling point for the major third-party funding firms. Steven Friel, CEO of Woodsford Litigation Funding, for example, made the following pitch for Woodsford:

In addition to cash, we also invest our expertise. The Woodsford team included a number of high-caliber legal and financial experts, who stand ready to assist the claimant’s legal team at all stages of the arbitration. Our objective is to assist, but not to interfere.

Ruth Stackpool-Moore of Harbour Litigation Funding advertised similar benefits at Harbour:

[The engagement of a funder with deep experience of complex litigation and arbitration adds an extra dimension of commercial rationale, risk/reward analysis, rigour in budgeting and decision-making. In effect, funding can be seen as a comprehensive litigation risk management solution.]

This type of arrangement may confuse the relationship between attorneys and their clients. Once a funder has a seat at the table—not only as a financier, but also as an adviser and strategist—it may be difficult to distinguish who exactly the attorneys are meant to serve. From an ethical standpoint, “there is a genuine fear that the claimant’s lawyer may be influenced by the funder . . . instead of being solely concerned with the claimant’s interest.”

Third, because third-party funders make arbitration more accessible, the growth of third-party funding may also increase the incidence of nonmeritorious claims. On the one hand, funders almost uniformly insist that
only meritorious claims receive funding. Some have even suggested that third-party funding can reduce the number of frivolous claims because funders essentially pre-screen cases for merits and possible success. But, on the other hand, funders often have incentives to take risks on weak cases. Large funders can spread risk across portfolios or among their investors, meaning that these “companies have a high appetite for risk and are willing to fund speculative, high-yield cases.” As one litigation funder put it, “the perception that you need strong merits is wrong—there’s a price for everything.” Moreover, as third-party funding grows, it is inevitable that more funders will seek to enter the market. Once there is greater demand for claims, it is plausible that the standards for investment will adjust to accommodate the supply of claims with lesser merit. This growing potential for frivolous and nonmeritorious claims is particularly troubling in investment arbitration because states have practically no recourse to bring their own claims or counterclaims against investors and the costs of arbitration are ultimately passed on to public funding in the respondent-state.

Fourth, some commentators have expressed concern that third-party funding may lead to the inflation of damages. Before a funder even becomes involved, there is a possibility that a claimant seeking funding will inflate the value of its claim in order to attract funders. And even once funding has
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65. See, e.g., NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT, supra note 34, at 4 (including a statement by Steven Friel of Woodsford Litigation Funding that “Woodsford will fund only meritorious claims”).

66. See, e.g., VON GOELER, supra note 29, at 92–93 (arguing that third-party funding can provide “an additional filter for frivolous claims” and play a “gate-keeping role”).
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69. CCSI ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION, supra note 3, at 5 (reporting one participant’s argument that “new entrants . . . may be less scrupulous” in selecting claims to fund).

70. See id. at 3 (noting that “[b]ecause States cannot initiate claims[,] there is very little downside for claimants” to bringing risky claims); see also Ylli Dautaj & Bruno Gustafsson, Access to Justice: Rebalancing the Third-Party Funding Equilibrium in Investment Treaty Arbitration, KLUWER ARB. BLOG (Nov. 18, 2017), http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2017/11/18/access-justice-rebalancing-third-party-funding-equilibrium-investment-treaty-arbitration-2/ [https://perma.cc/VPC5-XYFQ] (arguing that third-party funding could allow well-resourced claimants an advantage over under-resourced states with little experience and knowledge about the investment arbitration system).

71. See Frank J. Garcia et al., The Case Against Third-Party Funding in ISDS: Executive Summary 7 (Apr. 23, 2018) (unpublished working paper), https://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2130&context=lsfp [https://perma.cc/F5H6-Z2W8] (calling taxpayers the “residual risk-bearers” in a system in which third-party funding is permitted).

72. CCSI ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION, supra note 3, at 8. Reportedly, “it costs about $5 million to finance an [investment arbitration] claim, so damages must be at least $30–40 million in order to
been secured, “the presence of a funder may have a dilatory or cost-increasing effect on the proceedings." 73 In theory, a claimant—aware that a portion of its award would be owed to its funder upon success—could inflate its own damages in order to maximize recovery. However, beyond mere speculation, there is nothing to suggest that this damages inflation has or will occur because of third-party funding.

III. Regulating Third-Party Funding Through Disclosure

Thus far, there are few rule-making bodies that have implemented disclosure regulations directed toward third-party funding in investment arbitration. Nevertheless, a handful of investment arbitration tribunals have ordered disclosure of some kind. In EuroGas Inc. and Bellmont Resources Inc. v. The Slovak Republic, 74 an ICSID tribunal ordered the claimants—who had already disclosed that their claim was financed by an outside funder 75—to disclose the identity of the funder. 76 In South American Silver Ltd. (Bermuda) v. The Plurinational State of Bolivia, 77 a UNCITRAL tribunal likewise ordered that the claimant divulge its funder’s identity. 78 And in Muhammet Çap & Sehil Inşaat Endustri ve Ticaret Ltd. Sti. v. Türkmenistan, 79 an ICSID tribunal went one step further, ordering claimants to disclose whether their claim was being funded by an outside party and if so, the identity of the funder and the terms of the funding agreement. 80

If these tribunals are any indication, the current lack of regulation does not guarantee that third-party funding will truly remain undisclosed. Still, implementing disclosure regulations necessarily requires thoughtful attention to the arguments both in favor and against such regulation.

73. De Brabandere & Lepeltak, supra note 4, at 396.
75. Id. ¶ 32.
78. Id. ¶ 79.
80. Id. ¶ 8.
A. Arguments in Favor of Disclosure Regulation

The most frequently cited argument in favor of third-party funding disclosure is that it would allow arbitrators to properly assess potential conflicts of interest. As detailed above, third-party funding has the capacity to invite conflicts of interest into arbitral proceedings, particularly between funders and arbitrators. But because arbitrators are expected to decide claims impartially and independently, such conflicts threaten to derail proceedings and undermine the enforceability of awards. Disclosure is therefore seen as a solution to this issue: divulging third-party funding early in arbitral proceedings—or as soon as the funding arrangement begins—“prevent[s] conflicts of interest from arising late in the process” or even after the award has been rendered. And contrary to the frequent argument that arbitrators cannot be influenced by conflicts of which they are unaware, the “principles of independence and impartiality . . . besides targeting actual independence and impartiality . . . also cover the absence of an appearance of dependence or partiality.” In fact, “an arbitrator serving on [an] arbitral tribunal who appears not to be independent can be challenged and disqualified at any time.”

Moreover, to entrust funders and funded parties with the responsibility to conceal their funding beyond discoverability would be counterintuitive. Furthermore, formal disclosure regulations would bring certainty and consistency to the treatment of third-party funding. As described above, several arbitral tribunals have already addressed legal issues arising from third-party funding, and those examples provide a useful starting point for analyzing the status of third-party funding in international arbitration. Nevertheless, there is no principle of stare decisis in international arbitration, and without formal regulations, there is no predicting how exactly future decisions will be resolved. By contrast, disclosure regulations would put all parties—claimants, respondents, funders, and arbiters—on

81. See, e.g., De Brabandere & Lepeltak, supra note 4, at 395 (“A first compelling legal argument in favour of disclosure is the need to maintain the independence and impartiality of arbitrators . . . .”).
82. See supra subpart II(B).
84. See Trusz, supra note 56, at 1652 (“If the award has already been issued, the conflict may cause the award to be annulled or to be denied recognition or enforcement.”).
85. Shaw, supra note 37, at 116.
86. De Brabandere & Lepeltak, supra note 4, at 396.
87. Frignati, supra note 5, at 516 (emphasis added).
notice as to what role funding agreements should play in the arbitral proceedings.

In sum, mandatory disclosure would facilitate early conflicts review and take some of the guesswork out of the advocacy process. Both of these impacts would likely reduce delays in arbitral proceedings.\textsuperscript{89} True, disclosure procedures may initially delay proceedings, particularly "as the parties debate the significance of any disclosures made[.]"\textsuperscript{90} But the ultimate time that may be saved by these precautions—e.g., excessive motion practice, late-stage arbitrator replacement, or post-award annulment—may in fact be worth the delay.

\textbf{B. Arguments Against Disclosure Regulations}

As an initial matter, opponents of disclosure regulations argue that funding decisions are fundamentally private and beyond the reach of regulation.\textsuperscript{91} From this perspective, because the relationship between the funder and funded party is governed by its own agreement, it is outside the purview of the tribunal—whose competence arises from the investment treaty—to make decisions regarding the relationship.\textsuperscript{92} In other words, such an argument suggests that disclosure regulation is problematic on jurisdictional grounds.

Another concern expressed by disclosure critics is that disclosure regulation may ultimately increase—rather than reduce\textsuperscript{93}—procedural delays.\textsuperscript{94} In particular, such opponents argue that disclosure requirements would create space for respondent-states to engage in frivolous legal maneuvering intended to delay proceedings and increase costs for the funded claimant.\textsuperscript{95} As one commentator noted, "if a party becomes aware of the other party’s litigation budget, an incentive might be created to bring dilatory requests or arguments simply to exhaust that budget before the case is over."\textsuperscript{96} At worst, such “guerilla tactics” could distract from the ultimate

\begin{flushleft}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\textsuperscript{89} Shaw, supra note 37, at 115. \\
\textsuperscript{90} Aren Goldsmith & Lorenzo Melchionda, Third Party Funding in International Arbitration: Everything You Ever Wanted to Know (But Were Afraid to Ask)—Part Two, 2012 INT’L BUS. L.J. 221, 226 (2012). \\
\textsuperscript{91} Frignati, supra note 5, at 516. \\
\textsuperscript{92} See Von Goeler, supra note 29, at 143 (“Arbitrators are not mediators between funder and funded party. They are competent and mandated to adjudicate the dispute between the parties that contracted to arbitrate . . . . [T]he procedural position of a third-party funder is virtually always that of a non-signatory not bound by the arbitration agreement.”). \\
\textsuperscript{93} See supra subpart III(A). \\
\textsuperscript{94} Fléchet, supra note 7, at 218. \\
\textsuperscript{95} Goldsmith & Melchionda, supra note 90, at 223. \\
\textsuperscript{96} Jean-Christophe Honlet, Recent Decisions in Third-Party Funding in Investment Arbitration, 30 ICSID REV. 699, 711 (2015).
\end{tabular}
\end{flushleft}
issues, with respondents “trying to pierce multiple levels of the corporate veil . . . as to maximize their procrastinating maneuvers.”

Finally, some critics fear that disclosure may lead to adverse decisions regarding cost allocation and security for costs. Although these concerns are not per se invalid, both can be alleviated by reference to past arbitral decisions. Regarding cost allocation, an ICSID tribunal in Ioannis Kardassopoulos & Ron Fuchs v. The Republic of Georgia declined to consider the existence of a third-party funder in allocating costs, as urged by the respondent. The tribunal recognized “no principle why any such third-party financing arrangement should be taken into consideration in determining the amount of recovery by the Claimants of their costs.” And with respect to orders for security for costs, tribunals have routinely considered third-party funding as one, but not the only, factor relevant to reaching a decision. In Guaracachi America, Inc. & Rurelec plc v. The Plurinational State of Bolivia, a UNCITRAL tribunal refused to grant security because the respondent did not show a sufficient causal link from the mere existence of third party funding that the Claimants [would] not be able to pay an eventual award of costs rendered against them. And in an oft-cited case where a tribunal did in fact order security for costs, RSM Production Corp. v. Saint Lucia, third-party funding alone was not the basis for its decision. Rather, the tribunal was also convinced to order security because of “the claimant’s proven history of non-payments in prior ICSID cases and its admitted lack of any other financial resources.”

97. Casado Filho, supra note 3.
98. Frignati, supra note 5, at 517.
99. It is frequently argued that because “the third-party funder may withdraw from the case at any time, leaving the respondent with no recourse to recover its costs,” security for costs based on third-party funding is in fact warranted. Harwood, Barifort & Trahanas, supra note 59, at 108.
101. Id. ¶ 681.
102. Id.
103. Security for costs refers to “an order that requires the claimant to provide security in a certain amount . . . in order to preserve the respondent’s ability to recover its legal costs should the claims be dismissed and such costs awarded.” Frignati, supra note 5, at 517 n.54.
105. Id. ¶ 7.
107. See generally id. (explaining basis for denying respondent’s request for security for costs).
108. Frignati, supra note 5, at 518.
IV. A Proposed Approach to Implementing Disclosure Requirements

The prior Parts demonstrate that there are valid arguments both for and against permitting third-party funding in investment arbitration and for and against requiring disclosure of third-party funding in investment arbitration. To be sure, practitioners and scholars continue to advocate against third-party funding, even as claimants receive funding at increasing rates and continue to advocate against disclosure, even as rule-making bodies gradually implement disclosure regulations.

However, this Note takes the position that given the benefits of and demand for third-party funding, it is more valuable to mitigate the drawbacks of third-party funding through regulation than to seek to ban it outright. Accordingly, this Part proposes a model for effecting disclosure regulations that both preserves the integrity of the international investment arbitration regime and allows parties and funders to realize the benefits of third-party funding arrangements. This proposal offers three priorities: (1) reaching a wide breadth of international investment arbitrations; (2) achieving time and cost efficiencies; and (3) utilizing the procedures already available in international investment arbitration to achieve a useful disclosure regime. Still, the proposal below is merely a starting point for what must be a comprehensive regulatory scheme. As third-party funding continues to evolve, rule-making bodies must ensure that any enacted regulations adapt with the changes in funding models. ¹⁰⁹

A. Placing Regulatory Responsibility in the Hands of Arbitral Institutions

Because international arbitration is governed by several bodies of law, numerous entities—bar associations, nation-states, arbitral institutions, and investment treaties—have the legal competence to guide arbitration proceedings and third-party funding utilized therein. A handful of rule-making bodies from each category have taken initiative in this area. For example, in 2014 the International Bar Association became the first international institution to address third-party funding disclosure with its Guidelines for Conflicts of Interest.¹¹⁰ The Guidelines—which are nonbinding, but still influential¹¹¹—recommend that funded parties disclose

---

¹⁰⁹. Bogart, supra note 3 (criticizing the draft of the ICCA-Queen Mary Task Force report for its outdated focus on single-case funding arrangements and characterizing the draft as “rather like someone spending years earnestly considering typewriter regulation after the invention of the PC”).


conflicts of interest between funders and arbitrators if a conflict of interest arises “between the arbitrator and any person or entity with a direct economic interest in, or a duty to indemnify a party for, the award to be rendered in the arbitration.” Moreover, Singapore and Hong Kong, two jurisdictions that only recently lifted their bans on third-party funding, now require disclosure of third-party funding to the arbitral tribunal and other parties. It is also becoming more popular for investment treaties to incorporate third-party funding provisions.

This Note proposes that even with the increasing prominence of disclosure regulations across rule-making bodies, the entities most equipped to implement disclosure regulations are arbitral institutions. Although a few arbitral institutions responsible for investment arbitration proceedings have begun to implement disclosure measures already, the tribunal best suited

112. IBA GUIDELINES ON CONFLICTS OF INTEREST IN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION, General Standard 7(a) (INT’L BAR ASS’N 2014).

113. Singapore’s law “declare[s] that no person is, under the law of Singapore, liable in tort for any conduct on account of its being maintenance or champerty as known to the common law.” Civil Law Act, 5A(1) (1999) (amended 2017) (Sing.). Hong Kong’s law “ensure[s] that third party funding of arbitration is not prohibited by the common law doctrines of maintenance and champerty . . . .” Arbitration and Mediation Legislation (Third Party Funding) (Amendment) Ordinance 2017 98K (H.K.).

114. Singapore’s Legal Profession (Professional Conduct) Rules require counsel for a funded party to disclose the existence of a funding agreement and the identity of the funder to the arbitral tribunal and other parties. Legal Profession (Professional Conduct) Rules 2015, 49A (Sing.). In Hong Kong, a funded party must disclose the existence of a funding agreement and the identity of the funder to the arbitral tribunal and other parties. Arbitration and Mediation Legislation (Third Party Funding) (Amendment) Ordinance 2017, 98U(1), (3) (H.K.).

115. See, e.g., Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) Between Canada, of the One Part, and the European Union and its Member States, of the Other Part art. 8.26, Jan. 14, 2017 O.J. (L 11) 23, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:L:2017:011:FULL&from=EN [https://perma.cc/28RV-GVZY] (“Where there is third party funding, the disputing party benefiting from it shall disclose to the other disputing party and to the Tribunal the name and address of the third party funder.”); Annex to the Proposal for a Council Decision on the Conclusion of the Investment Protection Agreement Between the European Union and its Member States, of the One Part, and the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam of the Other Part (Annex 1), at 71, COM (2018) 693 final (Oct. 17, 2018), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:2d9b97ac-d2e7-11e8-9424-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_2&format=PDF [https://perma.cc/PCQ6-73SG] (“In the case of third-party funding, the disputing party benefiting from it shall notify the other disputing party and the division of the Tribunal, or where the division of the Tribunal is not established, the President of the Tribunal the existence and nature of the funding arrangement, and the name and address of the third party funder.”).

to do so—ICSID—has only recently released draft rules regarding third-party funding disclosure.\textsuperscript{117} ICSID’s draft amendments were open for comment until December 2018, and a final draft is expected to go to a vote—where it must be approved by two-thirds of the ICSID member states—in 2019 or 2020.\textsuperscript{118}

ICSID is uniquely equipped to handle the regulation, and it is significant that the institution is taking strides toward regulating third-party funding. As an initial matter, more than half of investment arbitrations are hosted by ICSID, and therefore, regulations enacted by ICSID would reach the largest number of investment arbitration proceedings.\textsuperscript{119} Individual national laws and treaties, though useful, only govern claims that fall within their purview; such rules create only a patchwork solution to a global phenomenon.\textsuperscript{120} Institutional rules, however, offer broader uniformity to international investment arbitration, promoting greater consistency and fairer outcomes. Moreover, ICSID rules would be tailored to international investment arbitration proceedings.\textsuperscript{121} As described in Part I, international investment arbitration differs from commercial arbitration in material ways; therefore, it would benefit from institutional disclosure rules that reflect its unique characteristics. Once ICSID has established a successful disclosure regime,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{117} INT’L CTR. FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF INV. DISPUTES, BACKGROUND ON PROPOSALS FOR AMENDMENT OF THE ICSID RULES (2018), https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Documents/Amendment_Backgrounder.pdf [hereinafter BACKGROUNDER].
\item \textsuperscript{118} Id.; see also generally INT’L CTR. FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF INV. DISPUTES, RULE AMENDMENT PROJECT – MEMBER STATE & PUBLIC COMMENTS ON WORKING PAPER OF AUGUST 3, 2018 (2019), https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Documents/State_Public_Comments_Rule_Amendment_Project_1.17.19.pdf [https://perma.cc/K3B6-Q8Y3] (providing a compendium of comments received by ICSID in response to its proposed rules).
\item \textsuperscript{119} See UNCTD, Special Update, supra note 15 (reporting that from 1987 to mid-2017, 61% of international investment arbitrations were settled through ICSID); see also Francisco Blavi, It’s About Time to Regulate Third Party Funding, KLUWER ARB. BLOG (Dec. 17, 2015), http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2015/12/17/its-about-time-to-regulate-third-party-funding/ [https://perma.cc/XUS2-4PTK] (arguing that “[a]rbitral institutions could lead the effort of regulating the industry” because “[o]ther forms of regulation do not guarantee such a broad applicability”).
\item \textsuperscript{120} See Marc Krestit & Rebecca Mulder, Third-Party Funding in International Arbitration: To Regulate or Not to Regulate?, KLUWER ARB. BLOG (Dec. 12, 2017), http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2017/12/12/third-party-funding-international-arbitration-regulate-not-regulate/ [https://perma.cc/SQ5X-7UGW] (“We would therefore propose not to opt for a highly fragmented system of national laws regulating third-party funding . . . .”); see also Fléchet, supra note 7, at 217 (“For one participant, any regulation of [disclosure] should be dealt with by the arbitration institutions.”).
\item \textsuperscript{121} ICSID proceedings are only available for investor–state disputes. INT’L CTR. FOR SETTLEMENT OF INV. DISPUTES, ICSID CONVENTION, REGULATIONS AND RULES 5 (2006), https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/documents/icsiddocs/icsid%20convention%20english.pdf [https://perma.cc/6B3N-HQN9].
\end{itemize}
it can serve as a model for other arbitral institutions that host international investment arbitration.\textsuperscript{122}

\textbf{B. ICSID’s 2018 Rule Amendments}

Although ICSID’s endeavor to regulate third-party funding constitutes a significant step toward placing disclosure responsibility in the hands of arbitral institutions, it nevertheless does little to ensure that such disclosure requirements actually resolve the primary issues that third-party funding creates. The disclosure language of the proposed amendment on third-party funding reads as follows:

(2) A party shall file a written notice disclosing that it has third-party funding and the name of the third-party funder. Such notice shall be sent to the Secretariat immediately upon registration of the Request for arbitration, or upon concluding a third-party funding arrangement after registration.

(3) Each party shall have a continuing obligation to disclose any changes to the information referred to in paragraph (2) occurring after the initial disclosure, including termination of the funding arrangement.\textsuperscript{123}

There are certainly benefits to this rule. First, it makes disclosure of third-party funding mandatory, reducing uncertainty about whether third-party funding will play a role in arbitral proceedings at all. And second, it endorses transparency, safeguarding the investment arbitration regime against persistent speculation about who is controlling and funding arbitrations.

However, the primary issue with the draft rule is that it allows parties to disclose funding arrangements “immediately upon registration . . . or upon concluding a third-party funding arrangement after registration.”\textsuperscript{124} In other words, parties to an arbitration can enter arbitration agreements at any time during the course of proceedings, as long as the arrangement is immediately disclosed to the ICSID Secretariat.\textsuperscript{125} This policy is problematic because it

\textsuperscript{122} ICSID has a history of providing a model for other institutions. Its 2006 amendments “have been widely emulated in the rules of other arbitral institutions . . . .” Int’l Ctr. for Settlement of Inv. Disputes, The ICSID Rules Amendment Process 1, https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/documents/about/icsid%20rules%20amendment%20process-eng.pdf [https://perma.cc/6WZS-ZV2J].

\textsuperscript{123} Id.

\textsuperscript{124} Id. (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{125} ICSID’s characterization of the amendment in other sources produces contradictory guidance. See Int’l Ctr. for Settlement of Inv. Disputes, Proposals for Amendment of the ICSID Rules—Synopsis 4 (2018) (noting that the draft rules impose on parties an obligation to keep funding information “current through the proceeding[,]” but also stating that “[t]he name of an involved funder will be provided to the arbitrators prior to appointment to avoid inadvertent
fails to curtail the main concerns regarding third-party funding: time and cost inefficiencies. If third-party funding is disclosed once proceedings have already begun, the proceedings may be interrupted or put on hold while the Secretariat considers possible conflicts of interest. And further, if the Secretariat does in fact uncover a conflict of interest between a funder and an arbitrator, it may force the arbitrator to recuse herself from the panel. As noted in subpart III(A), a late-stage recusal can add significant time and cost to an arbitral proceeding. And an important benefit to a disclosure regime is the potential to reduce delays that might otherwise result from third-party funding. The ICSID rule unfortunately falls short of this goal, so the next subpart suggests an alternative scheme.

C. Integrating Conflicts Checks with Arbitrator Selection

This Note proposes a regulatory scheme aimed at maximizing the time-saving benefits of disclosure, while shifting the burden of regulation onto the parties seeking to utilize third-party funding. This proposal has three components: (1) disclosure must be mandatory for any party receiving third-party funding; (2) the party must disclose its funding to the arbitral tribunal and other party prior to the appointment of arbitrators; and (3) the procedure of appointing arbitrators must integrate a process for assessing arbitral candidates for conflicts of interest with disclosed funders.

First, under this regulatory scheme, any party receiving third-party funding must disclose the existence of its arrangement and the identity of its funder to the arbitral tribunal and opposing party. Requiring disclosure on a mandatory basis will facilitate assessments of conflicts of interest between funders and potential arbitrators. Because this proposal is aimed at reducing delays in the arbitral process, it is imperative that the regulation eliminate the possibility of undisclosed funding arrangements that may, if revealed later on, inject late-stage conflicts into the proceedings. Moreover, by mandating the disclosure of third-party funding and subsequently clearing funders of conflicts, this process ought to remove any lingering speculation that conflicts of interest persist under the surface of the proceeding. Such speculation may otherwise result in the sort of excessive legal maneuvering that the disclosure regime is intended to curb.

conflicts of interest, and the Arbitrator Declaration requires confirmation that there is no conflict with the named funder”); BACKGROUNDER, supra note 117 (“This obligation [to disclose third-party funding] applies throughout the proceeding. The name of an involved funder will be provided to potential arbitrators prior to appointment to avoid inadvertent conflicts of interest.”); INT’L CTR. FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF INV. DISPUTES, PROPOSALS FOR AMENDMENT OF THE ICSID RULES – WORKING PAPER 136 (2018) [hereinafter WORKING PAPER] (stating that the draft rules “make[] early disclosure of the existence of TPF mandatory in every case” but noting that the “duty of disclosure is a continuing one throughout the proceeding”).

126. See supra subpart III(A).

127. Id.
Second, the funded party must disclose its funding to the opposing party and arbitral institution prior to the appointment of arbitrators to the proceeding. This requirement is intended to facilitate the process described below in which conflicts-of-interest assessments can be made alongside arbitrator appointments. Relatedly, this requirement precludes parties from seeking and procuring third-party funding arrangements once the proceedings have formally begun, at which time any conflicts of interest could severely interrupt, or even derail, the arbitral process. Under current ICSID rules, if the tribunal is not fully appointed within ninety days of the respondent receiving notice of the claim against it—or another period agreed upon by the parties—the Chairman of the ICSID Administrative Council will appoint the remaining arbitrators. This timeframe can serve as a general framework for how early disclosures of third-party funding would need to be. Admittedly, this component favors the claimant because the claimant can procure funding in advance of registering its claim with the arbitral institution. A respondent interested in funding, on the other hand, would need to quickly seek out and get approval for funding before the appointment window closed. Although this is a serious concern, it should also be noted that due to the award structure of arbitration proceedings, funding for respondents is atypical.

Third, this proposal recommends that the procedure for appointing arbitrators be modified to incorporate simultaneous conflict checks regarding disclosed funders. In other words, once all funding arrangements and funder identities are disclosed among the parties and arbitral institution, arbitrators may be appointed to the tribunal through the normal appointment mechanisms. Under ICSID rules, the parties may decide on the number and identity of the arbitrators, with the opportunity for the ICSID Chairman to step in if an agreement cannot be met. The only modification to this system is that under the proposal, arbitrators that produce a conflict of interest with respect to a funder can be immediately dismissed. Using this method, an arbitrator candidate who presents a conflict of interest will never assume the arbitrator role, and therefore, will not create the risk of late-stage recusal that could significantly set back a proceeding in both time and cost. Although this mechanism may initially slow down the process of appointing an arbitrator, the delay could be well worth it in the long run if it prevents more serious interruptions down the line.

128. INT’L CTR. FOR SETTLEMENT OF INV. DISPUTES, ICSID CONVENTION, REGULATIONS AND RULES, art. 38.
129. ICCA-QUEEN MARY TASK FORCE REPORT, supra note 1, at 23.
130. See INT’L CTR. FOR SETTLEMENT OF INV. DISPUTES, ICSID CONVENTION, REGULATIONS AND RULES, arts. 37–38 (providing default procedures for instances in which parties cannot agree upon a process for appointing arbitrators and allowing the Chairman to make appointments when such an agreement has not been reached within ninety days of registration).
In sum, the proposal creates a compromise between all actors to an investment arbitration proceeding. For the party seeking funding, this method unmistakably permits third-party funding to endure, so long as the funding is procured and disclosed early in the arbitral process. For the party opposite the funded party, the existence and identity of the funder will be known, and the risk of new funders and possible conflicts of interest arising late in the arbitral proceeding will be eliminated. Finally, for the arbitral institution, this proposal only requires minor modifications to preexisting arbitration rules. The ICSID draft rule for implementing disclosure regulations places an undue burden on the arbitral institution to review and clear conflicts of interest throughout the lifetime of the arbitration. By contrast, this proposal utilizes an established characteristic of arbitration—arbitrator appointment—to achieve the end goals of facilitating disclosure and reducing conflicts and costly delays.

D. Setting Limitations on Disclosure

Although disclosure is a useful tool for facilitating conflict-of-interest assessments, it is not enough to limit regulation of disclosure to evaluating conflicts of interest alone. Rather, it is conceivable that without further guidance from the arbitral institution, information obtained through disclosure could be used improperly. For example, as described in subpart III(B), disclosure critics have expressed concern that funding information may be used to reach cost decisions or to order security for costs. As they are currently written, the draft ICSID rules do not address the relationship between third-party funding and security for costs.131 And ICSID’s commentary on proposed rules suggests that “the mere fact of [third-party funding], without relevant evidence of an inability to comply with an adverse costs decision, will continue to be insufficient to obtain an order for security for costs . . . .”132 Following the lead of arbitral tribunals who have addressed these issues in the past,133 this proposal likewise advises against allowing disclosure to be used for these purposes, except in extraordinary circumstances. Still, ICSID and other tribunals may benefit from enumerating such limitations on the use of disclosure information in their rules.

Conclusion

Despite ongoing debate, it seems that third-party funding in international investment arbitration is here to stay: the proliferation of third-party funding has outpaced policies aimed at limiting the practice; jurisdictions that previously outlawed third-party funding have since

---

131. WORKING PAPER, supra note 125, at 137.
132. Id.
133. See supra subpart III(B).
softened their bans; and arbitral tribunals that have considered challenges to third-party funding arrangements have declined to prohibit them. But as Part II highlights, there are still valid concerns about how third-party funding will impact the integrity of international investment arbitration. It is therefore necessary to implement regulations aimed at curbing these negative effects; disclosure is a logical starting point. Not only will disclosure ease the implementation of further guidelines and regulations, it will also promote transparency within an important public international law mechanism, while ensuring that the benefits that parties seek from third-party funding are not lost. Fortunately, the current system of international investment arbitration is already equipped with the tools that will best serve a disclosure regime for regulating third-party funding. It would be wise for ICSID, in reaching its final proposed amendments, to take these tools into account to better serve the goals of time and cost efficiency that such a disclosure regime could provide.